Eighteenth-Century Europe Seminar

Seminar: #417

MEETINGS (1966-1967)

Chair: Peter Gay
Co-chair: Professor J. Jean Hecht
Secretary: Mr. Gerald J. Cavenaugh

OCT 19  
*Lady Mary Wortley Montagu*  
Robert Halsband, Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Columbia University

NOV 16  
*The Arts of Interior Decoration in the Eighteenth Century*  
Geoffrey Beard, Lecturer in the History of Design in the Manchester College of Art and Design

DEC 21  
*New Light about Dark Years – Sources of Information about Eighteenth-Century Figures*  
James. L. Clifford, Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Columbia University

JAN 18  
*The European and American Enlightenments: An Essay in the Expansion of a Definition*  
Peter Gay, Professor of History, Columbia University

FEB 15  
*Eighteenth-Century Prose Style through the Medium of a Computer*  
Louis Milic, Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Columbia University

MAR 16  
*Bernini as Sculptor* (Meeting held at the J.P. Morgan Pierpont Library)  
Rudolf Wittkower, Professor of Art History and Archeology, Columbia University

APR 19  
*Lessing and Herder as Freemasons*  
Joseph Bauke, Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures, Columbia University

MAY 17  
*Eighteenth-Century Pornographic Literature*  
Steven Marcus, Professor of English and Comparative Literature, Columbia University